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Change of Watch 2022

by Mike Fazio, Rear Commodore Classic Yacht Association, USA Fleet

The 2022 Change of Watch convened in
Waikiki on the island of Oahu, Hawaiʻi. I had
been visiting Oahu almost annually since
2008, and felt secure that the venue – Waikiki Yacht Club – would be perfect for our
event, but had no idea how much planning
would be required to coordinate the myriad
of details needed to pull it together. We have
all heard the old catch-phrase that ‘many
hands make for light work’. This project
surely proved it to be gospel truth!
While I might take some credit for the initial
concept to organize this event, it obviously required the indomitable spirit of Diane
Lander to drive this ship like a mighty
icebreaker, crashing through barriers, all
the while preparing to move on to the next
challenge. Our steadfast committee, com- The Change of Watch - (left) new Bridge member and Rear Commodore
prised of Ted Crosby, Gerry Kamilos, Chip Mike Fazio, (middle) Diane Lander, new Staff Commodore, and (right)
and Kristen Kochel, John Peckham, Jim
new Commodore, John Peckham.
photo provided by S Wilen
Payton, Diane, and I faithfully met via Zoom
completed them with style and grace. The impossible
almost weekly throughout the Fall, after some initial
element of our mission was the unpredictability of the
planning that began in July. I would be remiss if I
latest wave of the COVID pandemic. At one point, we
didn’t acknowledge the gracious help of my co-pilot,
Kent Berwick. Kent is the former owner of a 1936, 38’ had around 50 folks committed to attending; then the
Matthews Mrs. Madrigal, and the former Treasurer of dread Omicron variant arrived. There was occasional
talk of perhaps canceling the event, but each time
the USA Fleet. His help and cheerful attitude was a
that sentiment was met with the tenacious commitwelcome addition to our crew!
ment to making the Classic Yacht Association presAs I reminisce about the process over those months,
ence in Hawai‘i a reality, even if it meant that just a
it felt like we were players in an episode of “Mission
few of us might end up gathering in the bar of Waikiki
Impossible” – the original series, not the silly Tom
Yacht Club! Our final number had reduced to 21, but
Cruise movies of recent years. James Phelps as
we managed to carry on with style, all present had no
portrayed by Peter Graves (a character role that our
regrets, and thank God – no COVID!
Diane could have stepped into nicely) would receive
In normal times, planning an event 5,000 miles
orders on a high-tech tape recorder that burns up
away, in a land that is almost another country or so
at the end of each message. We all remember the
it seems, is a monumental task! Being several time
deeply-voiced directive: “Your mission, Jim, should
zones away it is often difficult to get people on the
you choose to accept it…” He always does, and so
telephone, and it also seems like many folks out there
did we, also in the face of nearly impossible condihave an aversion to answering emails, but neverthetions. When you think about “Mission Impossible”,
less, in the words of Shakespeare: “the show must
you will remember that it was not Phelps, but the acgo on”, and in the last minutes, it all came together
tion of every member of his Mission Impossible team
perfectly. What a show it was!
that brought each mission to successful completion.
Our Classic Yacht Association-Mission Impossible
Most of us arrived Wednesday evening. After our
team also thrived with its mission as each memlong flights, there wasn’t much energy to do much
ber was tasked with specific chores, and everyone
(to page 4)
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From the Commodore
John Peckham, Southern California Fleet
Lark is a 1932 Fellows and Stewart 39-foot enclosed
bridge-deck cruiser. She was built on Terminal Island, just a few miles from her home in San Pedro. I’ll
be writing an article about her later this year, as she
turns 90 this year!

Let’s start with an introduction.
I’ve been a boater
for more years than I
can remember.
The first “boat” I
ever built was a raft
to float around on
when I was a kid.
Built my first wood
boat, a kayak, some
25 years ago. Enjoyed paddling my
kayak all year long
including trips to
Catalina Island (66
miles round trip)
during the summers.
I was part of an outrigger team where I
Commodore John Peckham.
did triathlon’s for 20
photo courtesy J Peckham
years. Eventually I
joined the Antique and Classic Boat Society (ACBS).
I served on the ACBS board and was President of
the Southern California Chapter. Through my ACBS
good friend Scott Robinson, I joined the Classic
Yacht Association and became a very active member
and even won Yachtsman of the Year one time! I was
nominated to join the Bridge (that will teach me to
miss a meeting!) and worked my way up to Commodore of the Southern California Fleet.

I look forward to my turn at the helm this year. I plan
to attend at least one show from every fleet to meet
more of our members and ask them what they would
like to see our club do.
This year it looks like events will be able to start happening again!
I want to expand our Association’s presence on social media and entice new younger members to join
our wooden boat family, even if they don’t have the
resources to own a boat yet. One day they will and
we need to mentor and encourage their participation.
Some of my other hobbies are restoring British sports
cars, fishing, hiking and model trains.

Special Thanks
to
Rick Etsell
After leading us into the 21st century, Rick Etsell
is retiring from his position as the Classic Yacht
Association Webmaster. Gratefully, he will continue to steward our Yacht Registry.
Rick introduced us to Wild Apricot and managed our
website and all of the data entry and management
that has helped us with the business of the Association. Thanks to his efforts we now have availability of
information for our members and communication to
our membership.

Cruising on Lark in Los Angeles Outer Harbor.
photo courtesy J Peckhm

I acquired my boat, Lark, due to my club connections. I bought her from Steve Sheridan for the
princely sum of one dollar with a promise to restore
her. He was very happy to see the progress I made
on her after my first year of ownership. He said to me
after looking at her at a show, “I’m happy I found the
right guy to give her to”.

We wish him the very best as he travels into new
adventures.
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2021 Annual Statement of Classic Yacht Association
Financial Activities
by Jim Paynton, Treasurer, Classic Yacht Association
The Association ran a surplus of approximately $1,300 in 2021. However, Annual Meeting expenses were
not incurred until the new year, and accounting fees were low due to COVID event restrictions. The upcoming budget for 2022 is projected to run a deficit of $1,185, which the Board of Directors voted to fund via an
increase in donations.
The Board also agreed to clearly define sponsorship tiers for defraying printing costs of the printed Fleet
newsletters, taking advantage of qualified donation income. This will reduce the reporting burden and costs
significantly, thereby allowing more readily balanced future budgets.
Several expense items were not included in the graphic below, including Bank Charges & Business Fees,
Board Meetings, and Donation Transfer, because together these items represent less than one percent of the
total budget.

Income
Event Income
Sales & Interest

Fleet Dues

$7,780
$10,378

Donations

$415

$10,613

$19,760

Association Dues &
Initiation Fees

Expenses
$5,312

Fleet Event Reimbursements
Including
Specified Donations

$1,219
$13,291

$2,840

$3,508

$1,945
$1,881

Fleet Dues Reimbursement

$871
$12,456

$3,578
$1,167
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Accounting Fees
Website & Office
Membership Roster

Newsletter

Postage
Membership Supplies
Online Processing
Insurance
Refunds
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the official opening reception for the 2022 Change of
Watch.

Change of Watch .. continued from page 1

more than have a drink, a snack, and go to bed!

The Honolulu Elks property is actually located at
the far end of Waikiki with unparalleled views of the
Pacific Ocean and its glorious sunsets. Our reception was situated in a lovely banquet hall with a large
rooftop more than sufficient for a group of some 50
guests, but our intimate group enjoyed the extra
space and especially the wonderful rooftop terrace.
Along with our own bartender, the Elks provided a
nice “pupu” buffet.

Thursday morning the schedule called for a trip to
The USS Arizona Memorial. Originally, the committee
planned renting possibly three 15-passenger vans.
Following the reduction in numbers, we changed to a
single passenger van and a minivan. Along with a car
rented by another member, we were able to soldier
on pleasantly!
We arrived at Pearl Harbor in the morning, and a few
of us toured the USS Missouri, the famous site where
the war in the Pacific ended with Japan’s surrender;
others spent time at the Pacific Aviation Museum.
Friday morning, the group visited the Iolani Palace,
the only royal palace built on American soil! The
palace represents an unfortunate time in American
colonial history. Queen Liliuokalani succeeded her
brother upon his death (January 20, 1891). She was
determined to strengthen the political power of the
Hawaiian monarchy. Her attempts to affect change
caused great opposition from the Committee of Safety, a group of American businessmen, who later orchestrated the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy,
imprisonment of the Queen, and the establishment of
a provisional government all completed with support
of the American Minister to Hawaiian Territory.

Saturday morning we walked the short distance to
the yacht club, to find a continental breakfast. The
meeting seemed to fly by. We completed our business early, so we enjoyed some refreshment at the
bar at the club before heading over the bridge to
Waikiki Yacht Basin, slip #499. It is also interesting to
note that the Waikiki Yacht Club is located in Honolulu, and the Honolulu Yacht Club is in Waikiki!
Saturday afternoon, we were treated to a wonderful
“swim cruise” aboard Vida Mia, a 1929 Stephens
Brothers 61’ cruising yacht operated by Brynn Rovito.
We motored off to an anchorage near Diamond Head,
where several folks jumped into the warmth of the
stunning blue Pacific Ocean. (Video link about the
voyage: https://vimeo.com/667570167)
The evening began at 5:30 with a light reception in

Gathering in front of Iolani Palace. Slim Gardner and
Brenda Hines, Ted Crosby, John Peckham, Becky Crosby,
Wayne and Dianna Ettel, Christian and Jeanne Dahl, Stephen Wilen, Diane Lander, Rick and Cindy Randall, Margie
and Jim Paynton.
photo provided by S Wilen

While some folks took the afternoon off, our first lady
Diane spent time at the yacht club, setting up and
testing the equipment for the virtual component of
our meetings on Saturday and Sunday. Assistance
was provided from a wonderful volunteer at the club,
and the club provided all the equipment we needed.
Satisfied the complicated digital video conferencing
part of the event was under control, Diane went over
to the Honolulu Elks Club to finalize preparations for
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From the deck of Vida Mia, Diamond Head from about a
mile out and still only 30-feet deep.
photo provided by S Wilen
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the formal dining room at the yacht club. An exceptional meal followed, after which we took part in the
Change of Watch ceremony. Our newest member,
Brynn Rovito and her yacht Vida Mia were received
into the USA Fleet and given a burgee. She then
offered a most enjoyable presentation of her personal background and Vida Mia’s history. Later, we
swapped burgees with the yacht club’s incoming
Commodore, and the evening concluded with remarks given by Classic Yacht Association incoming
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Charter a Classic Yacht

We have a number of Classic Yacht Association
members who make their yachts available for charter
experiences.
Charter a classic.
Keep them alive.

Enjoying Change of Watch banquet with projection of pictures taken during the day. (left to right) Ted Crosby, Mike
Fazio, Kent Berwick, Becky Crosby, Christian and Jeanne
Dahl.
photo provided by S Wilen

Hear their stories.
Cruise to Alaska.
Cocktails in Seattle.

Commodore John Peckham. John also made wonderful burgees for the 2022 committee to commemorate the event.

Cruise the Greek Isles.
Swimming, lunch, sunsets in Hawaii

Sunday morning we reconvened the meeting with the
new Bridge. Another nice continental breakfast provided pleasant accompaniment to our meeting. The
meeting concluded around noon, whence several of
us moved into the club dining room for an excellent
brunch. Apart from the extraordinary view, wonderful
food, and excellent service, one must try their signature Mai-Tai cocktails!

Here are some of the boats that provide these adventures.
Gyrfalcon cruises summers from Seattle to the
waters of SE Alaska under Capt Nancy and First
Mate Peter.

Some folks stayed on for the week, but I think we
all agreed that in the face of great challenges, the
Change of Watch Waikiki was a terrific success.
Perhaps, five years hence, we can reconvene in the
“place where waters come together” (Waikiki) without
the threat of a pandemic!

Mitlite cruises the waters of Puget Sound under Capt
Dorin.
Amanda cruises the Greek Isles under Capt Leonidas.
Vida Mia is available from Honolulu for a variety of
cruising itineraries by Brynn Rovito.
Consult your Classic Yacht Association member
directory for contact information.
If you make your yacht available for cruising, please
send information to newsletter@classicyacht.org and
we will include this information in upcoming editions
of Classic Yachting.

Spectacular and prolonged sunset from the deck of the
Elk’s Club.
photo provided by S Wilen
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Alex Endzell appointed
Classic Yacht Association
Webmaster
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Strategic Planning
Committee Update
Gerry Kamilos, Classic Yacht
Association Vice Commodore and
Strategic Planning Committee Chair

Alex Endzell has replaced the retiring Rick Estell as
the Classic Yacht Association Webmaster.
Alex grew up cruising in the San Juans and north to
the Channel Islands and on to Desolation Sound. He
retired in 2019 after almost 40 years of experience
in software
development
as a developer,
technical program manager,
system architect
and analyst.
Alex worked for
over 20 years
as a software
architect, designer, and developer. He has
experience in a
variety of software languages,
technologies,
applications and
solutions. He
New Webmaster Alex Endzell
has extensive
photo courtesy A Endzell
user interface
development experience and usability experience.
For the last 10 years of his career, he coordinated
the development, implementation, and support of an
electronic healthcare records management system for
British Columbia, Canada. He is currently the volunteer webmaster for the community homeowners’
association in Port Ludlow, Washington.

A presentation of the Strategic Plan Survey results
was made to the Bridge and members attending the
Annual Members Meeting in Honolulu, Hawai’i. After
the presentation, a motion was made to appoint a
Strategic Planning Committee. The committee would
have representatives from each fleet who are familiar with the Association’s business and leadership,
non-profit organizations, strategic planning, business
planning, finance, and other experiences helpful to
complete the task. The key tasks for this year are
(i) to prepare a draft concept plan by mid-year, and
(ii) submit a final Strategic Plan via an inclusive and
transparent process for approval at the 2023 Annual
Meeting. In 2023 the committee will oversee the implementation of the adopted Strategic Plan.
The Strategic Planning Committee consists of: Pacific Northwest Fleet: Tina Stotz, Rick Randall, Elizabeth
Becker; USA Fleet: Mike Fazio; Northern California
Fleet: Gerry Kamilos (Chair), Scott Andrews; Southern California Fleet: John Peckham; and Canadian
Fleet: Michael Topliss. Collectively, these individuals
have the experience desired to draft a Strategic Plan
to present to the Association Members for approval.
The Committee will utilize the mission established
over 50 years in our charter. An assessment of the
organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats (SWOT) will be analyzed and reviewed by
the Committee. This SWOT analysis will be refined to
implementation elements keeping in mind: realism,
actionability, priority, and urgency. From these, goals
will be established that will be specific, measurable,
attainable, realistic, with an achievable timetable. An
early draft of this Strategic Plan will be sent to each
Fleet for their input before formally presenting it to
the Bridge and Membership for approval.

Quickly - Your Opinion Please!
Please send us a note about the most valuable tool
you have aboard while cruising. Why is this tool so
important? (Bonus points for including a picture.)

We hope that our draft concept plan can be presented and discussed at the planned July meeting
of the Bridge and members; and that by the 2023
Annual Meeting, this Strategic Plan will be ready for
adoption and to start implementation. The key to any
process like this is communication and transparency.
The Committee will be sending out periodic updates
on its progress. Please feel free to provide your own
input to anyone on the Strategic Planning Committee.

Send these thoughts to Newsletter@classicyacht.org
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Life Membership Award to Rick and Elissa Olson
by Margie & Jim Paynton, Pacific Northwest Fleet			
Ballard) took on the huge task of assembling
a Classic Yacht Association photo album.
This work began in 2001 and continued
through the publication of this wonderful
album in 2003 representing all five fleets of
our fleets. In 2007, Rick became the Editor
of the Southern California Fleet Newsletter,
and in 2009 he officially became the Fleet
Photographer.
Rick and Elissa were afflicted with ‘the
disease’, a term coined by another Classic Yacht Association Life Member, Monty
Holmes, when referring to those who cannot
help but be sucked into a love of wooden
boats and commitment to their preservation.
They now own Moose Hunter, a 1939 14foot Percy See, Ltd. launch with a storied
history and Ono, a 1929 48’ Dawn Boatworks vessel.

Elissa and Rick Olson with their plaques and framed letter.
photo courtesy D Ettel

In addition to conducting the business of the Classic
Yacht Association, it is at its Annual Meeting that the
Association acknowledges and celebrates extraordinary leadership and hours of volunteer time given for
the sake of the Association.

Beginning in 2014, Rick and Elissa simultaneously
took on leadership roles beginning at the Fleet then
at the Association level. They were dual Commodores
in 2017, Rick for the Association and Elissa for the
Southern California Fleet. Both continue to provide
leadership today. Following the untimely passing of
Christine Rohde in 2020, Rick and Elissa stepped forward to take over her duties, with Rick as Southern
California Fleet Historian, and Elissa as Fleet Treasurer. Rick is again serving as a Southern California
Fleet Director.

Life Membership is the most respected and celebrated category of Classic Yacht Association membership. According to Association bylaws, Life Membership is reserved for “those Classic, Vintage or
Associate (now called Heritage) Members who have
outstandingly served the Classic Yacht Association
at the Association level and whom the Association
especially wishes to recognize.” They are nominated
by a fleet and voted on by the Board of Directors; traditionally, this is done in secret, with the presentation
coming at the Annual Meeting of the Association.

Is it any wonder that this generous and giving couple
is granted Classic Yacht Association Life Membership? Our Association is blessed to have them so
willing to share their gifts and talents for the betterment of our Association. Formal presentation of their
Life Membership plaque was made at the SC Fleet
Opening Day festivities on March 26th. Congratulations, Rick and Elissa!

The Southern California Fleet knows all too well of
the many contributions made by Rick and Elissa over
more than two decades. Here is a reminder to the
rest of us of exactly why they are so deserving of this
recognition.
Rick Olson (member #815) joined Classic Yacht Association in 1996 with his boat Island Lady. By 2000,
he was a Southern California Fleet event coordinator,
and in 2002, Fleet Captain. Elissa Cruz joined Rick
in the Roster beginning in 2001, and in 2010, they
became Rick and Elissa Olson.
Jumping in with both feet, Rick (along with Dennis
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Our Boats and the woods that make them

by Julia Maynard, retired Shipbuilder and co-owner of Haven Boatworks,
Port Townsend WA
or small. This second boat was eventually finished in
1980 and I was hired to help with the completion of
her construction.

Shipwright Julia Maynard will be contributing articles periodically that focus on the woods that make
our boats so special. Julia has been involved with
wooden boat design and building since 1974. She
worked in various boat yards on the East and West
coasts and had her own business. Her career ended
in Port Townsend where she was co-owner of Haven
Boatworks for her last ten years. The following article
was compiled from Julia’s responses to a series of
questions.

During my stay at Evergreen College, my experience
included not only these two larger boats, but also
four pilot gigs, and three integrated study programs. I
built a St. Pierre dory in Olympia WA, wooden canoes, a Rozinante mast, and a double-ended 20-foot
No Man’s Land boat in Maine. These opportunities
just strengthened my keen taste for wooden boats.

About Julia
I think I was born with a reverence for wood. I was a
water baby, but knew nothing of boats until my first
year of college. The program at Evergreen State College in 1974 was Marine History and Crafts. It included marine design and construction. I loved classic
shaped wooden sailboats and each student designed
a wooden boat. Bob Perry, our design teacher, compiled all our designs into one. I never cared much for
the design that he came up with, but I sure enjoyed
helping put that vessel together.
That boat was never completed. The boat and the
shop were destroyed in a terrible fire. Many of us
mourned the loss of the experience of completing
that boat; so we raised funds for a new boat and a

A No Man’s Land boat under sail. No Man’s Land is a
small desolate island south of Martha’s Vineyard. It is
stony, flat-topped, and devoid of trees. In fact, this No
Man’s Land is a U.S. government bombing site where
visitors are forbidden–the kind of place that, navigationally,
gives you the willies when you are in the vicinity, low and
hard to see, cold and ominous. This special kind of beach
boat was used on the south side of Cape Cod, Massachusetts, in the vicinity of the Vineyard Sound. These boats
were once employed at a fishing camp on No Man’s Land
Island. The boats are double-ended and had an iron strap
to protect the keel in beaching. They were all open and
lightly clinker-built from cedar and oak.
photo courtesy D Simonson, Vancouver BC

Julia Maynard at the launch of Seawulff in 1974.

From Maine I moved south where I worked for John
Gardner at the Mystic Maritime Museum. While there
I built a new tender for Brilliant and in my spare time I
built a swampscott dory for myself.

photo provided by J Maynard

new program was designed around the start of a second boat. This boat, Seawulff, was also 38 feet. By
now, I was quite keen to work on wooden boats and
looked for every possible project I could work on, big

In the Fall of 1979, I bounced back and forth between
8
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Between 1986-1992 my husband and I built Zulu, a
34-foot home-designed gaff-rigged yawl. We left in
1997 to sail to Mexico and then across the Pacific to
Australia. During the times we were home I worked
for Ernie Baird (Baird Boat Company), the Shipwrights Co-op, and as an independent doing mostly
finish work but the occasional repair job. At the end I
was a co-owner of Haven Boatworks

Now about wooden boats
A swampscott dory. Swampscott dories were originally
built for inshore fishing and lobstering along the coast of
Massachusetts. Their speed, ease of handling, and seaworthiness soon made them popular as recreational boats.

One of the wonderful things about a wooden boat is
it’s repair-ability. Even large sections that have rotted or been scarred by an accident can be replaced,
as long as the structural integrity of the boat is not
compromised. Longitudinal strength can be the most
difficult not to compromise. You can’t put in lots of
short planks or just piece in bilge stringers or sheer
clamps, so what looks like a small repair can ultimately be quite large. But, you can replace every bit
of a wooden boat.

photo courtesy of J DeKeyrel, Lady Ben LLC

the West and East Coasts ending up at Evergreen
State College to complete Seawulff, rigging her, and
launching her.
Work went dry in Washington, so I headed for California where I started my finish work business which by
1987 was shifted to Port Townsend, WA.

Decking is the easiest to write about, because not
too many woods are suitable. It is important that
decking is tight and stays that way even if it is laid
over a sub deck such as plywood. The deck protects
the hull underneath. Vertical grain wood is crucial.
And the wood should be very dry.
Teak is the best because it is stable, wear resistant
and oily so it requires no finish. Next best is Port
Orford cedar. Port Orford cedar is getting difficult to
obtain. A blight has killed most trees and it is virtually
impossible to find old growth.
Fir is okay but the wood needs a finish or it will split
and splinter.
Red cedar is very good, however, it requires thicker
scantlings because it lacks the strength of all the
other woods.
Iroko is okay, but not as stable as teak. It is oily like
teak, so no finish is required. It tends to be squirrelly
and can be miserable to work. The dust will make
you choke.
This is not an all inclusive list. Several others are Silver Bali and Queensland Beech. The critical features
are the woods are stable and not too twisty (e.g.
straight grained).
All the above woods work for planking with some
additions.
The wood should have some moisture in it for bending and steaming if necessary. So very old dry wood
usually doesn’t work.
Sapele is an excellent planking wood and available in
long and wide boards - a boatbuilders dream.

Julia and George Maynard at the launch of Zulu in
1992.
photo provided by J Maynard
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The Father of Newport Harbor, Tragedy and Success
by Rick Olson, Life Time Member Classic Yacht Association,
Southern California Fleet
flipped over.

Newport Harbor is one of the boating jewels of the
California Coast. I suspect that many of you may
have visited it on your own. Some of you older
Classic Yacht Association members will remember
attending our Association Change of Watch there in
2001. We held the Banquet on the Motor Yacht Electra as we cruised the five-mile-long Newport Harbor. Electra is a 1929 Lake Union Dry Dock, 96-foot
fantail, and is still active as a charter yacht in Newport Harbor today. She was built for A W Leonard
who was at the time the owner of the Puget Sound
Power and Light Co., but that is a story for another
day.

The building of the harbor entrance is a famous
story but a one that started with tragedy. A story
that most people, even in Southern California, don’t
know. George was now grown-up with his own
family. He and his brother owned Union Rock Com-

In 1542, Juan Cabrillo mapped the California
coast. The Santa Ana River delta wetlands covered
the area, and as seasonal floods came and went, the
coastline changed. In 1825, heavy storms put the
river mouth where it is today. After the Civil War the
area was ranched by James Irvine. The city of Irvine
is now a neighbor of Newport Beach.

The beginning of Newport Harbor
It’s 1926. This is a story about George Rogers,
known as the father of Newport Harbor. It’s a story
laced with tragedy and determination. George grew
up in Newport Beach, one of a number of sons,
daughters, and cousins, belonging to the wealthy
Rogers Newport family. The family had homesteaded there in 1880 and were business successes and
were politically and socially connected. The harbor
was a natural inlet from the Pacific. The kids all grew
up around the water and uncle Robert Rogers had
a 50-foot cruiser named Sea Bee, that he had purchased for ten dollars. Plus, many small boats and
sail boats. George, as a boy, loved the water and the
boats.

A 22-foot Dodge Water Car

Photo courtesy of R Olson

pany. They had made a lot money in the paving and
concrete business. George had a 22-foot speed boat
that was a Dodge Water Car, a rather famous type
of runabout for that time. His sixteen-year-old son,
George Jr, used the boat around Newport Bay regularity with his friends. Junior had been struck with
polio as a child and wore metal braces on his legs
like Forest Gump in the movie.
The boys used to play around in the speedboat,
sometimes challenging the opening to the bay,
crashing the waves and being kids. On this tragic day, a rogue wave flipped the boat and the two
friends swam to safety. George Jr. with the metal on
his legs, didn’t make it and was consumed by the
waves. The tragedy rocked the family.

Now Newport wasn’t like it is today. Their family’s
home, on three waterfront lots, cost $17,000. They
were just beginning to dredge the bay and pour the
sand on the various mud flats that were all part of
the vast natural wetlands. These mud bogs were
eventually to become the seven exclusive residential
islands that exists in the harbor today. The mouth of
the bay was a series of sand bars in an area called
Corona Del Mar. It was a treacherous entry into the
bay through the surf-line and ever-changing tides and
sandbars. It was actually one of the premier California spots for the new sport of surfing. At one point,
famous surfer Duke Kahanamoku is said to have
pulled eight people out of the surf when their boat

George Senior made it his life’s work to fix the harbor
entrance so no one else would ever die there. Raising money during the 1930’s Depression, to build sea
walls, was near impossible. It was Prohibition time
too. After struggling to raise funds, George, who was
politically connected, went to Washington armed with
many cases of bootleg liquor. By giving away booze,
he wormed his way into the hearts of the political
10
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money in DC and came home with about $650,000.
in 1932 Federal money. This was a good start. He
raised about $500,000 more including selling his
business. George funded the Army Corps of Engineers who built the rock jetties that are at the harbor
entrance today. Besides creating a safe place for
boats to come into the harbor, the north jetty accidentally created the world-famous surfing spot the
Wedge.
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Mexico and then to the South Seas. The new owner
loaded everything he had onto the yacht. He apparently was not an experienced yachtsman.   He even
loaded two motor cars he owned on board. They put
them on the roof of the salon with a crane. He also
removed much of the ballast from the bilge to compensate for the heavy load. Somewhere in the South
Pacific, in a storm, the top heavy overloaded yacht
capsized and was lost. The tragedy just wouldn’t
end.

At the Wedge, South swells build up along the rock
jetty wall and bounce back toward the beach meeting
up with the next wave coming in. This double wedge
of water is perfect for body and short-board surfing. The waves double in size and some days reach
20 to 25 feet. There is a plaque on a large boulder in
the park adjacent to the rock jetty honoring George
Rogers as the father of the Newport Harbor. His determination got the job done.

The Rogers family is still prominent in Newport
Beach. Howard Rogers was Mayor in 1976. Many of
the Rogers family have been influential in the growth
and development of Orange County.
The Classic Yacht Association Southern California
Fleet on normal years has two events in Newport. In
June, our Balboa Yacht Club, Wooden Boat Festival. Then in September we hold the Marina Park
Rendezvous. John Wayne’s former yacht the Wild
Goose is used regularly for harbor cruises and spe-

The results of this safe harbor entrance have created unbelievable growth in Newport Beach. It is
one of the premier boating harbors on the California
coast. Homes along the shores of the Harbor now
cost many millions. The last Rogers family house
sold for five million dollars. More recently it was torn
down and three new homes were built on the property. The harbor is home for 9,000 boats.

Our Boats .. continued from page 9

Another twist to this story is that George Senior had
purchased a 120-foot fantail yacht. He renamed it
Memory, in memory of George Jr’s tragic death. This
was what we now call a classic yacht but at the time,
1936, it was a new boat. After the harbor entrance
was built, George and his family were heading out on
the yacht for a day’s cruising.   George had a heart
attack while at sea. They turned the yacht around and
hurried back in to get George to a doctor. George
died on the way into the harbor at nearly the same
spot that George Jr had died ten years before. Unbelievably tragic and mystifying.

Larch was used for quite a long time when fir fell out
of favor. Larch is much more rot resistant than fir and
has many of fir’s good qualities. It grows East of here
(the Pacific Northwest) and finding a good source can
be tricky.
Yellow Cedar is a good choice though not for a boat
that spends a lot of time in freezing temperatures.
Something called freeze checking happens and the
wood deteriorates quickly. It has many qualities that
Port Orford cedar has, but is not as stable. Availability is good here in the Pacific Northwest.
Honduras and African mahogany were used historically and would be a good choice, if available, but I
haven’t seen much good mahogany for a good long
while.
Angelique would make a good planking wood and
it is often used on the East Coast. It is an imported
tropical hardwood.

The 120-foot Memory

Long leaf yellow pine has been an East Coast favorite
but is getting tricky to find in quality stock.

Photo courtesy of R Olson

Oak is used but it is not super stable and is very
heavy. It is very strong. Boats built in Europe will often have oak planking.

You can’t make this stuff up. No one would believe it.
The yacht the Memory was sold and was to go to
11
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Vida Mia - an Enterprise
		

by Brynn Rovito, owner of Vida Mia, USA Fleet

Little bit about me. Vida Mia translates to My

under used to talk about this small wooden boat. He
flew out of the office every Friday at 3:00 to catch a
plane to Chicago - he couldn’t wait to get back on
that boat with his grandkids. I had no idea what he
was talking about, but it had to have been an omen!
I didn’t give it a second thought. All I knew was a
seed was planted in my heart for showing people
something they never expected - a new experience.
I found myself longing for Hawai’i. So in 2015 I took
an exploratory trip. I hooked up with two of my old
buddies who had just bought a old wood boat, Chris
Craft. The moment I stepped on their boat, and I will
literally never forget this - I felt that this was something special. I couldn’t believe this beautiful boat
was in Hawai’i. And once my buddies hauled the boat
out of the water and received the bill, I think they
were more than happy to sell it to me.

Life, but it carries more of a connotation of “My Fondest Life” - there’s a love story connected with the
boat and it’s definitely been a love story of mine. The
former owners speak about the boat like she is an old
girlfriend - what’s she up to, how does she look, is
she going out much? Everyone cares a lot about her
well-being.

The Vida Mia crew. Brynn is in the VM cap holding her
pup.
Photo courtesy B Rovito

I came to Hawai’i in 2004. I was one of those people that came after college for a week and by day
3, I was not planning on going home. I knew I found
something magical. Hawai’i just hit me in the heart. I
did eventually leave the island to study law in Brooklyn. The day I got back to the mainland I felt I made
a huge mistake - I missed Hawai’i immediately. I
ended up landing a wonderful job in Washington DC
on Capitol Hill as the Deputy General Counsel for the
Senate Sergeant at Arms. The office provides security, services, controls movement, and facilitates all the
operations of the Senate. The attorneys were part of
the executive office which has this georgeous office
adorned with history murals and antique wooden
furniture,and overlooks the National Mall. An auxiliary
job of ours was to give tours to visiting guests. That
became one of my favorite things. I discovered really
interesting parts of the Capitol - marble bathtubs
hidden under hideaway offices, furniture and woodworking shops - we literally built all of the furniture
for the Senate Offices underneath the Capitol Building. There was even a Barber in the Senate. Needless
to say my legal work took a sideline as I pretty much
made myself available to anyone that wanted a tour.

Vida Mia. Dockside.

Photo courtesy B Rovito

How I Discovered Vida Mia. So I started the
process of restoring the Chris Craft. At that point
i thought I could just hire a carpenter and get the
thing done. I remember there was all this water in the
bilge and my friend who is a captain is telling me this
is normal so I took his word for it. So I started the
process of restoring the Chris Craft. Turns out there
should have never been that much water in the bilge
and I vaguely remember the owner of the boat yard
saying my boat was “swiss cheese.” I just laughed it
off - I really believed the boat needed to be saved.

Ironically, John Haughey, the attorney that I worked
12

So I went from Capitol Hill to the Ala Wai Small Boat
Harbor and that is how I discovered the Vida Mia. I
smile even as I retell it. It still amazes me that it even
happened. The team that I ended up gathering to fix
the Chris Craft happened to be the same team that
restored the Vida Mia. Mind you the Vida Mia at that
point was not even a thought in my head, as I was
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ed to charter the Vida Mia for a film series, a social
satire which you know now was White Lotus. That
experience cast away any small doubt I had. It was
a miraculous gift. I will never forget when I saw the
“Vida Mia” on the transom in the opening scene.

too focused on restoring the Chris Craft. But I ended up shadowing Steve, who is now my mentor and
very good friend. We spent an entire year in the boat
yard getting supplies, I asked lots of questions and
really loved seeing the inner workings of the boat.
The aesthetic of the boat out of the water in the yard
- I swear I fell in love even more. So fast forward

What is your Day
to Day Like? Ob-

viously, Vida Mia is a
new venture for me. I’ve
had her a little over a
year. I have never run
a commercial vessel
or a charter business.
The day-to-day has
changed a lot since I
started, and continues
to evolve. Every day is
an adventure. This is a
commercial vessel. We
have a very valuable
asset. It is also a lot
of compliance, labor
board, liquor board,
And I run a restaurant, too.
USCG, there’s a lot on
Photo courtesy B Rovito
the line. Never mind
carrying passengers and ensuring their safe passage.
It is definitely not a hobby. The Vida Mia is a commercial yacht, not a hobby. I’m constantly thinking about
how to make the boat accessible to people who may
have never experienced something like this, be it for
a wedding, or educating people on it’s history and
maintenance, while also keeping our team gainfully
employed.

Diane Lander in for a swim. Other Classic Yacht Association members watching from the Vida Mia.
Photo courtesy B Rovito

to when the pandemic hits and I have just enough
money to finish the Chris Craft and its just then that I
got notified that the owner of the Vida Mia wanted to
talk to me. I was very intimidated, but once we got to
talking, he seemed to like me and I guess he thought
I had a good vision for the Vida Mia. His one request
was that he didn’t want the Boat to leave Hawai’i. I
didn’t either! So that was when I stopped working on

Hawai’i is a unique place where we have a constant
flow of tourism, but we also have a strong local community that can often feel shunned. So it is important
Truthfully, I spend most mornings on our coffee cruise
talking to guests and the rest of the day online posting on Instagram, sending out quotes and developing our website. The marketing aspect is extremely
time consuming, but I try to stay focused on our
guests and branding because it helps support our
team and I want them to be proud of our company.
(Brynn’s comment.)
to create a community around the boat that makes
Hawai’ians feel welcome, while also striking a balance with tourism so the boat is able to remain profitable for the people that work for us. I am still very
much in awe that I have Vida Mia and for the connection that I feel to people when they come on board.
it is the same way I felt when I stepped on the ChrisCraft and when I used to show people those marble
bathtubs. If this was the last thing I do career-wise, I
would die a happy woman.

Enjoying the aft salon. (left-right Kent Berwick, Steve
Wilen, Margie and Jim Paynton, and Mike Fazio.
Photo courtesy B Rovito

the Chris Craft and put all my eggs into the Vida Mia.
Financially, I was extremely worried but knew it would
work eventually though at that point tourism hadn’t
opened back up. And again, a sign from the universe
- that is when we got a call from HBO - they want13
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Welcome

Members with registered vessels

Richard Cromwell
Timeless
82’ 1947 Trumpy/Mathias
home port: Newport, Rhode Island
USA Fleet

Jon Bengtsson and Barbara Lee
Buckeroo
45’ 1962 Chris Craft
home port: Seattle, Washington
Pacific Northwest Fleet

Jon Bengtsson and Barbara Lee
Bruno
37’ 1963 Egg Harbor
home port: Seattle, Washington
Pacific Northwest Fleet

14
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Keith Finholm and Kerry Parker
Only You
53’ 1954 Chris Craft
home port: Nanaimo, British Columbia
Canadian Fleet

Brynn Rovito
Vida Mia
61’ 1929 Stephens Brothers
home port: Honolulu, Hawaii
USA Fleet

Matthew Sligh
String of Pearls
71’ 1957 Malcomb Brewer
home port: Saint Simons Island, Georgia
USA Fleet

Welcome back returning members
Cindy Segall and Richard Liepelt
Hulakai
48’ 1929 Boeing Aircraft of Canada
Pacific Northwest Fleet

Other New Member
Doug Robinson
Consuelo
home port: Victoria, British Columbia
Canadian Fleet

Heather and Mark Jensen
White Heron
58’ 1926 Harbor Boatbuilding Co.
Northern California Fleet
15

10203 47th Avenue SW, #D-4
Seattle WA USA 98146
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Notices:
Thank you to all our contributors.

Official Newsletter of the

Classic Yacht Association
www.classicyacht.org

Please contact me with your story ideas for
future newsletters. Nominate a boat or boaters
who have a story we would all love to hear.

Commodore.................... John Peckham, SC
Vice Commodore............ Gerry Kamilos, NC
Rear Commodore.............Mike Fazio, USA
Staff Commodore..........Diane Lander, PNW

I am most grateful for the comments and encouragement that I receive.

Please send queries, suggestions, complaints,
articles, artwork, and photographs to
newsletter@classicyacht.org

The deadline for submitting materials for
the Summer issue is June 15.
- Bill Shain, Editor
Newsletter@classicyacht.org
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